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The oscar is an intelligent and enjoyable fish to own. From selection to health and nutrition
concerns, this book helps take the guesswork out of taking the best care of oscars in a home
aquarium.

From the PublisherT.F.H. Publications, Inc. has teamed up with Animal Planet(tm), the only
television network devoted to the unique bonds between humans and animals, to present an
exciting new series of comprehensive guides to superior pet care.Each book in the Animal
Planet(tm) Pet Care Library offers incredible value, featuring:* 112 pages of all-new, current
information from pet care and animal experts* No canned text--content text is newly written for
each book* Family-friendly design with over 60 full-color photographs plus helpful tip boxes*
Includes advice on feeding, housing, grooming, training, health care, and fun activitiesFrom the
Back CoverComprehensive yet easy-to-read, Aquarium Care of Oscars will provide all of the
necessary information to successfully raise and care for oscars in home aquariums. You'll find
details on many of today's most popular oscar varieties, including the red, tiger, albino, and
veiltailed types...plus many more! This book is sure to help make your experience in keeping
oscars a positive one.Each book in the Animal Planet(tm) Pet Care Library contains original,
lively text, complete with informative tips and colorful photos illustrating all aspects of pet care.
Expertly written, these user-friendly guides are bound to delight the entire family.About the
AuthorNeal Pronek is a pet care expert. He has served as an Assistant Editor, Editor, Managing
Editor, and Editor-in-Chief throughout his 40-year career with T.F.H. Publications. Today, Neal is
retired and spends his days watching fishes in his home in Farmingdale, New Jersey.Brian M.
Scott received his Bachelor of Science degree in biology from the Richard Stockton College of
New Jersey in 2001. An avid fishkeeper since childhood, Brian writes a monthly column, "Top of
The Food Chain" in Tropical Fish Hobbyist Magazine. He maintains several large aquariums in
his home in Barnegat, New Jersey--some of which contain oscars.Read more
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Airborne ~A~, “Great Book. This is the first time I have found a book that tells the truth about
Oscars and everyone needs a copy if they want to introduce Oscars to their tanks and tell them
which fish he will eat first . Buy the book or go buy an oscar without reading the book and then
go buy some more fish to feed your oscar because unless someone learns about the Oscar,
then count on spending money on more fish and more fish. Put Jack Dempsey in the same tank
with a larger Oscar and then go buy a new Oscar also. But this book is very good and down to
plain facts and a Oscar is like a pet dog in water that love attention. Learn that from the
experience of owning oscars but they are not as mean as soom make you think. My little Jack
Dempsey killed my oscars , everyone I bought cause I never had book to tell me that certain little
fish are so mean they kill even three times the size oscar . So read the book and learn and have
a great time with the hobby”

Christos Yiapanis, “Great source if information for Oscar lovers. The book covers in detail all
aspects of biology and care of these beautiful fish.It may be of a great help both for beginers and
also for experienced aquarist.Pictures are of great quality and the information provided are
simple and accurate.”

Tracy Richards, “Great book. Awesome book. Great info and pics! I would highly recommend it
for beginner oscar owners. Full of useful tips! Thumbs up!”

Samara Williams, “Nice. I have two Albino Tiger Oscars that I care for!!!!!!! This book let's me
learn a lot about them thank you!!”

Colleen D. Franks, “good book. Very informative very helpful....as a new owner of oscars.”

LovinShopping, “Five Stars. Great resource. Good reading.”

Joe Gatchell, “Good oscar book. There are not many books out about this fish and of all the
books I have found, this one is the best. it does contain some very basic info but it is good
information for a beginner in aquaria, and even for an advanced aquarist who has never kept
oscars. Lots of nice visuals with good photography, but even more info. This is not a picture
book only like some aquaria publications.”

Mrs. Elaine Crook, “Friendly advice. An extremely useful book to carry out the research required
to keep such a friendly fish - well billy big fish was anyway. Good point of reference for any
problems encountered and sound advice to enable a novice oscar keeper to prepare the tank
and ensure the environment is just right.”



rick, “good book for oscar owners. Needed for my three oscars and has given me good advice
and very helpfull full of good advice and ideas”

steve, “Five Stars. A+”

aco737, “Great book. Great book. Everything to know about the popular oscar. Even for the
experienced oscar keeper. Can be read both from start to end and used as a dictionary.I only
miss more informatione on breeding the fishes.”

jeannie chipperfield, “must have if your new to oscar fish. this is a well thought out book giving all
the information you need when starting out keeping oscars, would highly recommend.”

The book by Neal Pronek has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 27 people have provided feedback.
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